Yorkshire Durham Geometry Day

Wednesday 23 October, 2013
Department of Mathematics, University of York

11.15  **Coffee or Tea**  Maths Coffee Room (G109, James College)

12.00  **Derek Harland** (Leeds)  *PT006 (Physics)*
       “Cyclic monopole chains”

1.00   **Lunch**  *Edge (Wentworth College)*

2.00   **Raymond Vozzo** (Glasgow)  *PL005 (Physics)*
       “A geometric model for odd differential K-theory”

3.00   **Mario Micallef** (Warwick)  *PL005*
       “Approximating harmonic maps by the $\alpha$-harmonic maps of Sacks-Uhlenbeck”

4.00   **Tea or Coffee**  Maths Coffee Room

4.45   **Andrew Dancer** (Oxford)  *PL005*
       “Hyperkahler implosion”

All are welcome. There will be an early evening meal in York for those able to stay.

For further details of this Geometry Day see: